
CONNECT WITH PURPOSE

Inspire 
Tablets
Revolutionary technology that brings a 
new wave of benefits for incarcerated 
individuals, staff, and facilities  

Inspire is more than a powerful communication device. It offers incarcerated individuals the 
opportunity for personal development, responsibility, and self-improvement. The platform features 
customized applications in the areas of communication, entertainment, efficiency, and education.

Inspire Tablets calm the corrections environment by helping 
incarcerated individuals turn long stretches of idle, negative 
time into active, engaging, and productive time. The result 
is a population that is more focused on successful reentry 
and an environment with fewer confrontations, reduced 
contraband, and less violence. 

Services on ViaPath Technologies’ Inspire Tablets include, 
but are not limited to: 

PHONE CALLS 

 ▶ Video Visits 

 ▶ Messaging 

 ▶ Educational Content 

ViaPath provides over 

300,000 tablets that 

reach almost half a 

million incarcerated 

individuals. 



ViaPath works to transform correctional facilities into rehabilitative environments by 
providing technology that meets facility needs, keeps communities safe, improves 
the wellness of incarcerated individuals, and fuels successful reentry for returning 
citizens. Leading the correctional technology field, ViaPath provides communication, 
rehabilitation, investigative, intelligence, finance, and reentry solutions.viapath.com
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 ▶ Law Library 

 ▶ Games 

 ▶ eBooks 

 ▶ Movies 

 ▶ Music 

 ▶ Newsfeed 

 ▶ Commissary Ordering 

 ▶ Electronic Requests & Grievances

Inspire transforms how incarcerated individuals 
spend their time, how corrections officers handle 
their job duties, and how family and friends 
communicate with loved ones. By providing 
applications that build self-reliance and self-esteem, 
the Inspire Tablet program introduces powerful 
incentives for promoting positive behavior within 
the incarcerated population. The changes that 
have occurred thanks to the introduction of tablets 
makes one thing certain—Inspire is a far more 
useful innovation than correctional facilities ever 
thought possible.

Tablets are a simple 

yet effective way to 

increase efficiency 

and create more 

opportunities to 

connect incarcerated 

individuals to their 

friends and family—a 

true win-win for any 

facility. 


